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Camp Name Grade Date Location Camp Hours 
Space Explorers Grades 3-5 July 10-July 14 Museum of Life &    Science, 433 

W. Murray Ave. Durham, NC 
9:00m – 3:00pm 

Do you have what it takes to travel to space? We’ll journey through the universe as we investigate rocky planets, 
moons, and space beyond our solar system!*Complete aerospace engineering challenges *Search for life on 
exoplanets as a citizen scientist *Create our own sundial and study light from distant stars 
CAMP VALUE: $360 

 

Camp Name Grade  Date Location Camp Hours 
Minecraft 
Mania 

Grades 6-8 June 19-June23 Museum of Life &    Science, 433 
W. Murray Ave. Durham, NC 

9:00am – 3:00pm 

Get ready to investigate the world of video game science like never before with this in-depth Minecraft adventure 
camp. Use teamwork to complete daily challenges; conduct physics experiments with in-game ojects; discover 
how math makes the Minecraft universe run. 
CAMP VALUE: $360 

 

Camp Name Grade  Date Location Camp Hours 
 Duke AHEC 
Pathways to 
Health Careers 
Summer Camp  

Rising 8th/9th  June 19 – June 
23, 2017 

2424 Erwin Road, Durham, NC 
in the Hock Plaza I Building  

8:00am – 3:00pm 

This camp is geared to exposing students to the many available careers in health care. During the week, students 
will interact with healthcare providers at Duke as well as explore health professions training programs at area 
universities or colleges.  Students are introduced to the exciting world of health careers through hands-on 
activities, field trips, tours, and testimonials from practicing health care providers!   
CAMP VALUE: $175 

 

Camp Name Grade  Date Location Camp Hours 
NCCU Brite High School July 10-July 13 302 E. Lawson St. Durham, NC 9:00am – 3:00pm 

BRITE Futures’ Biotechnology Summer Camps are designed to inspire students and give them a head start on 
identifying careers in science and biotechnology. This camp consists of hands-on activities, tours of research 
labs, and conversations with research scientists. Students will perform experiments that include the analysis of 
DNA using gel electrophoresis, bacterial transformation, column chromatography, PCR, and ELISA. Each 
experiment acts as a stepping stone for the next day’s work, requiring students to demonstrate proper lab 
techniques. 
CAMP VALUE: $100 

 

Camp Name Grade  Date Location Camp Hours 
App Design Ages 9 -15 July 10 – July 14 Duke School 3716 Erwin Road 

Durham, NC  
8:00am – 4:00pm  

In this camp from Youth Digital, kids learn basic mobile app development skills as they design and program their 
own mobile game. At the end of camp, kids will be able to download and play their app on Android or iOS! They’ll 
also be able to access the online version of the course after camp, including video tutorials, interactive quizzes, 
and new challenges. Kids will learn basic programming concepts, including if-then statements, variables, and 
complex logic as they create their mobile game from scratch. During camp, kids will complete the process of 
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designing a mobile game from start to finish, including choosing characters, level design, and programming the 
app’s functionality. They’ll also learn to use a professional software development kit to create their game. 
CAMP VALUE $410 

 

Camp Name Grade  Date Location Camp Hours 
CSI: Chemicals, 
Cells & Crime 
(AM) 
 
Sports and 
Google CS First 
and Scratch 
(PM) 

Rising 3rd – 6th   July 24- July 28 Durham Academy Lower School 

3501 Ridge Road, Durham, NC 

9:00am – 4:00pm 

In the morning, Use your skills as a chemist to make your own radical reactions with batteries, coins, and more! 
Compare fingerprints and discover the mysteries of DNA as you fine-tune your secret agent skills. Make "brain 
goo" and check out your bones as your travel the organ trail. Explore the inside of your body and learn about the 
organ systems and the cells that compose them. Get an introduction to the circulatory, respiratory, digestive, 
skeletal, and muscular systems. Discover cool chemical reactions, and how to solve a crime in this hands-on, 
summer, science adventure! 
 
In the afternoon, Design and program your own video games using code and computer science. In Sports, 
students use computer science to simulate extreme sports, make their own fitness gadget commercial, and create 
commentary for a big sporting event. 
CAMP VALUE $400 

 

  

Camp Name Grade  Date Location Camp Hours 
Taking Flight 
into Aerospace 
Engineering 
(AM) 
 
Arduino line 
Following 
Robots (PM) 

Grades 5-12 June 26-June 
30th 

Durham Academy Lower School 

3501 Ridge Road, Durham, NC 

9:00am – 4:00pm 

In the morning, watch as your rockets blast off hundreds of feet into the air! Learn the fundamentals of aerospace 
engineering and use your newfound knowledge to design, build, and launch your own water bottle and model 
rockets. However, the real challenge comes when you design and construct your own balsa wood gliders from 
scratch – just like the Aerospace students at N.C. State University. By the end of the week, you’ll feel like a real 
rocket scientist with creations of your very own to take home. 
 
In the afternoon,. learn how to program a robot to follow a track all by itself! While the original Line-Following 
Robot class is strictly about hardware design, the addition of the Arduino microprocessor introduces new 
challenges and allows for all kinds of enhancements from advanced speed controls to turn memory. This class is 
great for both programming beginners and Arduino enthusiasts and no previous Line-Following Robot 
experience is necessary. Robot built during class sold separately. 
CAMP VALUE $560 

 


